
 

Assignment # 3 
  

Instructions: 
●   You will submit 7 (seven) solutions in total—you do not need to provide 

solutions to all of the questions below. 

○   Select 4 (four) of the questions from section A, and 

○   Select 3 (three) of the questions from section B. 

○   4 questions from section A + 3 questions from section B = 7 solutions. 

●   Make sure that you show all of your steps along the way to a final solution 

and that your solutions are clear, concise, and easy to follow. 

●   The total assignment is out of 24 (twenty-four). 

○   Each question from section A is worth 3 (three) marks (4 questions × 3 

marks each = 12 marks). 

○   Each question from section B is worth 4 (four) marks (3 questions × 4 

marks each = 12 marks). 

○   12 marks from section A + 12 marks from section B = 24 marks. 

●   Academic integrity: this assignment is open-book; you are welcome to 

complete these questions with your class notes beside you but ensure that 

any work you submit is your own. 

●   This assignment is due at the beginning of class on Wednesday, November 

24th, 2021. 

  

 
 
  

  



 

Section A 

1. The value of ax + b is equal to 142 when x = 30. What are three possible pairs of values 

for a and b? 
 

2. Two prisms have the following bases: 

 

Is it possible for the prisms to have the same surface area? Why or why not? 

3. The base of a prism has an area of __0 cm2. Fill in the blank space with a number from 1 

to 10. What could the dimensions of the base be? 
 

4. You see a net of a solid that has triangles on it. What 3-D object could it represent? 

What 3-D object could it not represent? Give three examples for each. 
 

5. A linear pattern is decreasing that passes through the point (–2, 7). What are three other 

points on the graph that could also be in the pattern? How do you know? 

 

Section B 

1. Choose one of the following objects: 

rectangular prism              triangular prism                 cylinder 

Draw two nets that look different but will both fold up into the 3-D object that you 

chose. Compare your nets. How are they similar? How are they different? 

 

2. The volume of a certain cylinder is about ¾ of the volume of a rectangular prism. 

Describe (with words) and show (with drawings) how the heights and widths of the two 

3-D objects compare. 

 

3. Choose three possible speeds (in km/h) that a car might be travelling on a highway. 

Create a pattern for each speed to show the distances travelled over different numbers 

of hours. Graph each pattern. What do you notice? How could you describe each 

distance travelled over different numbers of hours using an algebraic equation? 



 

4. Choose values to represent m and b in the equation y = mx + b. Fill in the first six rows 

of the tables of values below. Then, plot those points on a graph. 

x y 

0   

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

 
5. Draw a 3-D object on isometric dot paper that includes the following features: 

○ it includes a blue cube that sits between two yellow cubes, 
○ there is a green cube at the very top, 
○ there are two red cubes in the object, 
○ part of the object is at least 3 cubes wide, 
○ the blue cube does not touch the red cubes. 

After drawing your object, draw the object after rotating it 90°. Provide both drawings 

(the original object and the rotated object). 

  

 


